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BENDING  OF  RODS.
[ART. 9
The constants X and //, are the same as those chosen by Lam4 to measure the elastic properties of a solid; see his Lemons surla thtorie mathematique de I'elasticite des corps solides.
8. In the problem under consideration the sides dx, dy, dz of the unstrained element become dx + du, dy + dv, dz + dw. It follows that a = ^ , ^ = J~ » ^=<T'' Substituting the assumed values of u, v, w, we have
NX=2*A + X (A - 2JB),       Nv= - ^B + \ (A - W),       N,= -2/iR+X (4 - W).
These values are independent of x, //, z, so that the opposite faces of any element wholly internal are acted on by equal and opposite forces. It follows that every internal element is in equilibrium.
Consider next the elements which have one or more of their faces on the boundary of the rod. Such faces must be parallel to the central axis and in a vacuum are not acted on by any pressure. It is therefore necessary for their equilibrium that the constant forces represented by Nv and Na should be zero.
^            ,                       #         X                  (3X + 2/-i)At ,
We therefore have         -  = •e~ ,    Nx= >— r-,       -A.
A     2(X + /t)'
Since Ax is the extension, By the contraction of a rod of length x and breadth y and Nx is the stretching force per unit of area of the section, it follows that
increase of length __     X + A      ,,        decrease of breadth _         X____XT
2u)    xy       original breadth
original length
Comparing the first of these with the statement of Hooke's law given in Vol. i. Art. 4K{), we see that the constant K, usually called Young's modulus, is the reciprocal of the coeilicient of Arz. If A" be the corresponding coeilicient for the
,                 ,.,       , ,         ,              ,,    ju. ('A\-\-'2u.)        ...    2 (X-f-ju) _,
decrease of breadth we nave     /«,=••••           ,     /i =—•1——Ji.
A -}" fJ>                                                  X
It follows from this solution that when a rod has been stretched, each fibre (or column of particles parallel to the central axis) is stretched and contracted independently of the others and exerts no action on the neighbouring fibres. The total force required to produce a given extension is therefore independent of the form of the cross section provided its area remains unaltered.
In this investigation the action across each of the six faces of the element is normal to that face. In many problems in elastic solids this simplicity does not exi*t and there are tangential actions also across the faces. For the discussion of these questions the reader is referred to A Trent 1st: on the Mathematical Theory of J'llustteity, by A. K. H. Love, ls«»i>.
©. Kx. 1. Show that K and i/'," are the forces which would stretch a rod of unit section to twice its original length and half its original breadth respectively. Show also that /•." i~ greater than '2A1.
If the stretching tension hit \x, v the volume, 8v the increase of volume, prove
that                                              ^=^WAV
Kx. 2. If the side faces of the rod are exposed to a uniform normal pressure equal to ;; per unit of area, prove that the force required to produce a given extension is lesn than that in a vacuum by >V/(/\ r/x) per unit of area of cross section.

